
PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
NUCLEAR GENERATION DEPARTMEiNT

DIABLO CANYON POWER PLANT UNIT NOS. 1 A"D 2
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURE E-6

TITLE: SECONDARY SYSTEM SAMPLING

SCOPE

This procedure describes the secondary system samples that are routed to the
secondary system sample panels and to other process instrumentation. The proce-
cure describes the steps for collection of'grab samples at the process monitor

'anels.The instructions for the operation of the process instrumentation is
contained in instrument and operating procedures.

SUMMARY

Sample lines are provided from various sample points in the condensate, feedwater,
steam and auxiliary steam systems and routed to the secondary system sample panel
on the 85'levation in the auxiliary building. The samples from elevated tempera-
ture systems are cooled and depressurized. All samples pass through an isothermal
bath to maintain constant temperature, and then the samples are routed through
the process instrumentation. The samples and their process instrumentation are
listed in Table I. In addition to the process instrumentation, grab sampling
is available for each sample stream. Sample flow that is untreated is routed
back to the condenser. This includes specific conductivity, pH and sample bypass.
Sample flow that is treated or has chemicals added is routed to the floor drains.
Most of the samples flow continuously during operation to supply the process
instrumentation.

During shutdowns when the secondary system is depressurized, the condensate, feed-
water blowdown, and steam samples are all inoperable. Local samples from drains,
vents and instrument lines will have to be used during these periods.

Other sampling points with process instrumentation are listed in Table II.
PROCEDURE

1. Grab sampling at Secondary System Sample Panel

a. Since nearly all the samples to the sample panel will be flowing contin-
uously to supply the process instrumentation, purges will not be necessary.
The exception to this is sample III which can receive sample from several
sources. Purge times for changing sample flow to a new source are
listed in Table III.

b. Check the temperature, pressure and sample flow through the process ana-
lyzers flow meter to assure that the samples are flowing properly. The .correct parameters are 77'F, 2 to 5 psig, and 300 to 500 ml/min respectively.If these parameters are significantly different; notify the operations
department for assistance in restoring sample flow to the process analyzers.
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TABLE I
SECONDARY SYSTEM SAMPLE PANEL
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Condensate

Feedwater

Aux Steam-Boric Acid Evap l-l
Aux Steam-Boric Ac'id Evap 1-2

Aux Steam-Waste Evap O-l

Aux Steam-Boric Acid Batch Tk 0-1

Steam Line l-l, 2-1

Steam Line 1-2, 2-2

Steam Line 1-3, 2-3

Steam Line 1-4, 2-4

Steam Generator Blowdown 1-1, 2-1

Steam Generator Blowdown 1-2, 2-2

Steam Generator Blowdown 1-3, 2-3

Steam Generator Blowdown 1-4, 2-4

Aux Steam-Reboiler

Aux Steam Drain Receiver
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TABLE II
OTHER SECONDARY SYSTEM PROCESS'MONITORS

SAMPLE STREAM

Crossover Steam

Condenser Trays (7)

Condenser tube sheet
- Leak detection system

Steam Generator Blow-
down

BUILDING LOCATION

Turb Bldg 140'l SE
'Crossover Line

t

West and East side
condenser howells at70'l.
West and East Side
condense~ hotwells at70'l.
100'l between
containment 8 'auxil-
iary building

PARAMETERS
MEASURED

pH
.Cation Cond.

Sodium

Sp. Cond.

Cation Cond.

Radioactivity

GRAB SAMPLE
'AVAILABLE

yes

no

yes

no

TABLE III
PURGE TIMES FOR SAMPLE III AT SECONDARY SAMPLE PANEL

SAMPLE SOURCE

Aux. Stm from BA Evap 1-1

Aux. Stm from BA Evap 1-2

Aux. Stm from Waste Evap.0-1

Aux. Stm from BA Batch Tank

SAMPLE LINE
DISTANCE

140'40'40'30'

SAMPLF. LINE
VOLUME ml

1300

1300

1300

1210

PURGE TItlE
FOR 500 ml/min .

16 min.

16.min.

16 min.

14 min.
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c ~

d.

e.

f.

Take any process analyzer readings needed for comparison with laboratory
grab sample results.

Open the grab sample valve slowly. Do not permit the flow to the process
analyzers fall below 200 ml/min. Grab sample flow should be between
300 and 500 ml/min.

Rinse. sample containers thoroughly and collect samples as appropriate for
laboratory analysis.

Close the grab sample valve slowly. Check the process instrumentation to
assure that grab sample collection has not caused instrumentation upset.
If recorder readings have changed as a result of grab sampling, make a
notation on the chart with the date, time, note of grab sampling and
initials. Notify the operations department if any alarms were caused.

4

2. Grab Samples when Steam Generator Blowdown Isolates

a 0

b.

C.

d.

'he

blowdown and blowdown sample isolates on containment isolation or when
the blowdown radiation monitor RE-19 alarms high. It is frequently neces-
sary to collect a grab sample from one or more of the steam generators in =

order to assess conditions following blowdown isolation.

The operations department will reestablish sample flow to the secondary
sample sink and RE-19 following'mergency operating procedure EOP-3.
Sample flow can be reestablished from one steam .generator at a time or
any combination of the steam generators, as desired.

llhen the steam generator blowdown is isolated, the purge times through the
simple system must be increased substantially before a representative
sample from the steam generator reaches the sample lines. An approximately
50 gallon (200 liter) purge is required. At a flow rate of 1.5 to 2
liters a minute, a pur'ge of around 2 hours is nee'ded.

The conditions which cause the steam generator blowdown to isolate usually
involve an increase of ridioactivity in one. or more of the steam generators.
This has to be a consideratipn in the routing and disposal of the sample
purge liquid when reestablishiyg sample flow. The Chemical and Radiation
Protect'ion Engineer should be consulted on the appropriate routing of the
purge liquid.

3. Grab Samples at other System Process Monitors

a.

b.

C.

Sample flow to process monitors should be continuous so no purge times
for the grab sample will be required.

Take any process monitor readings needed for comparison with laboratory
grab sample results.

Opeh the grab sample valve slowly until a sample flow of 300 to 500 ml/min
is achieved. Check that grab sample flow has not interfered with process
analyzer sample flow.
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d.

e.

Rinse sample containers thoroughly and collect required samples.

Close the grab sample valve slowly. Check the process instrumentation to
assure that grab sample collection has not caused instrument upset. If
recorder readings have changed as a result of grab sampling, make a
notation on the chart with the date, time, note of grab sampling and
initials. Notify the operations department of any alarms caused.

4. Grab Sampling at Other Locations

There will be requirements at times to sample the condensate, feedwater and
steam lines at locations other than those routed to the sample panel. There
are many locations throughout the secondary system where drains, vents or
instrument lines may be appropriate sample points for special studies. Selec-
tion of a sample point should be coordinated with operations department. The
use of process instrument lines must be coordinated with operations department
in order to avoid any alarms, system upsets or even a unit trip. It may be
necessary to clear the instrument during sample collection.

I

Great care must be exercised in handling these samples since most of them
will be at elevated temperatures and pressures. Pressure regulators, sample
coolers and associated gauges and instruments should be considered when
setting up a sample station. Sample 'flow rates, purge times, and routing
of the sample purge flow for disposal will have to be determined on a case
by case basis.
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